The Code Sponsorship Benefits:

**Director Sponsor - $2,500:**
Four tickets to *The Code*
One parking pass to the Trinity Place Parking Garage
Sponsorship recognition in the show program
Invitation to the final dress rehearsal
Named brick in the Garret

**Playwright Sponsor - $5,000:**
**All the benefits included above and:**
Six tickets to *The Code*
Commemorative poster signed by The Kilbanes
Invitations to special workshop rehearsals (May 2022)
Invitation to a Meet and Greet with The Kilbanes

**Benefactor Sponsor - $7,500:**
**All the benefits included above and:**
Eight tickets to the production
Invitation to attend open production rehearsals
Opportunity to listen in as a stage manager calls an A.C.T. performance over headset
Invitation for four to attend a pre-show Opening Night Toast with the creative team (August 4)

**Associate Producer Sponsor - $10,000:**
**All the benefits included above and:**
Prominent sponsorship recognition in the performance program
Recognition in the Opening Night curtain speech
Private lunch or dinner for four with The Kilbanes & A.C.T. Artistic Director Pam MacKinnon